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Application

• Must apply for entry into Graduate School for an MSc at the University of Alberta by May 31, 2018.

• You must send an email to the Associate Chair, Graduate Studies of the program you wish to enter stating that you wish to be considered for the Dual Degree Program with UL.

• Must identify program of studies at either MinesNancy or ENSIC.
Admission requirements

• Must have completed BSc in Engineering at the UofA.

• Good academic standing with a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0 out 4.0.

• Proven French language proficiency of a B2 or must attend French language course at UL prior to the beginning of the academic year (Sept. 2018).
Schools at UL

• Primarily admission is for
  – Ecole des Mines de Nancy (http://mines-nancy.univ-lorraine.fr/), or
  – ENSIC (https://ensic.univ-lorraine.fr/)

• If approved by UofA, applicant must identify supervisor at UL and complete Shared Credentials Form at UofA.
Next Steps

- UofA to send to UL documents of UofA Applicants.
- UL will determine which students from UofA they will admit into the DD Program.
- UL will inform Applicant and UofA of the candidates admitted.
Next Steps (2)

• Only graduate level courses (DI 3rd yr, or M2 courses) at UL will count towards MSc Degree at UofA.

• Students will attend:
  – Years 2 and 3 of Diplome d’Ingenieur Degree (http://mines-nancy.univ-lorraine.fr/content/syllabus-20152016-0) or
  – M1 and M2 of UL Master Program (http://mines-nancy.univ-lorraine.fr/content/mast%C3%A8res-specialises-et-masters-internationaux).

• It is the responsibility of the UofA student to request transcripts to be sent to either Institution.
Returning to the UofA

- Students must spend at least 18 months at UL.
- Students must identify an MSc Supervisor at the UofA.
- UL Project may be completed at UofA.
- Students must have their Associate Chair of Grad Studies and their UofA MSc Supervisor review their UL courses taken. They will determine which courses will be transferred to UofA for MSc course credit.
- There will be one dissertation Committee with advisors/supervisors of both UofA and UL on the Committee.
- UL Diploma conferred on Students only after UofA MSc degree is completed.
Fees and Finances

• DD Students must have sufficient funds to cover first two years of expenses.
• DD Students will pay regular tuition to Institution they are attending.
• DD Students must maintain minimum registration in Institution they are not attending.
• DD Students will receive Stipend from UofA Supervisor while attending UofA as per individual Departmental practices.